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Abstract:Extensions of the discrete Malthus model are carried out to include
males, females and various forms of mating. The resulting discrete nonlinear
homogeneous pair-formation model parallels those of Kendall [24], Keyfitz [25],
Fredrickson [11], Pollard [36] and Hadeler et al. 's [13-18]. The analysis ofHadeler
et al. goes through even when the mating function depends on the number of
females or males in pairs. Extensions are discussed.

1. Introduction
The discrete-time analogue of the Malthus model is given by

P(t + 1)

=

>..P(t),

P(O) =Po,

(DM)

where P(t) is the population at generation t and >.. is the multiplicative growth
factor per generation [28, 30-32]. The solution of Equation (DM) is P(t) =

>..t P0 . Hence, for the initial population size P0 > 0 the model predicts unbounded
geometric growth if ).. > 1; geometric decline to extinction if ).. < 1; and no growth

(P(t) =Po) if>..= 1.
Hence, the Malthus model predicts population explosion in the simplest possible situation and it implicitly follows the population of females. Two-sex models
with various mating strategies have been developed but mostly at the level of the
gene (see Crow and Kimura [10]). The fact that genetic models do not explicitly incorporate individuals allows for the study of the impact of various mating
systems on the gene (genotype and phenotype) frequencies of a population. De-
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veloping useful mating models at the level of the individual has proved difficult.
Nevertheless, successful first-level approaches have been developed for continuoustime models by Kendall [24], Keyfitz [25], McFarland [33], Fredrickson [11], Pollard
[36], Hoppensteadt [19], and more recently by Castilla-Chavez et al. [2-8], Caswell
[9], Hadeler et al. [13-18], Hsu [20-23], Martcheva [29]; to name a few). Analogue
stochastic pair-formation models have also been developed (see Luo et al. [27])
In this article we extend the continuous-time pair formation models of Kendall
[24], Keyfitz [25], Fredrickson [11], Pollard [36] and Hadeler et al. 's [13-18] to
populations with discrete non-overlapping generations. Specifically, we expand the
discrete-time Malthus model into a nonlinear homogeneous model that includes
males, females, and couples. This discrete-time pair-formation model is capable
of supporting geometric solutions, and hence, it can be extended to heterogeneous
mixing populations that support stable pair distributions (see Castilla-Chavez et
al. [6,7], Luo et al. [27]).
The study of pair-formation for humans has a long history and has been driven
to a great degree by demographers. We are all aware of the changes that have
taken place over the last decades on the stability of relationships. Hence, the
process of pair-formation and dissolution have become central to demography in
the context of populations with overlapping generations. Data on the process of
pair-formation and dissolution for populations with discrete non-overlapping generations is also extensive. For example, the rates of pair-formation and dissolution
for the population of Corsican blue tits ( Parus caeruleus), have been extensively
studied under all sorts of conditions and a myriad of questions have been raised
regarding their impact on the population dynamics as well as their evolutionary
origin [1]. For a detail account see [1] and the reference therein.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic two-sex
discrete-time model with non-overlapping generations; Sections 3 explores the
possibilities of constant solutions and sets conditions for the existence of geometric
solutions; Section 4 establishes conditions for the stability of geometric solutions;
Section 5 gives an illustrative example; Section 6 discusses some of the implications
of our work and outlines some future work.

2. Homogeneous Discrete-Time Pair-Formation Model
At generation t, we let x(t) denote the population size of single females; y(t) denote the population size of single males; p(t) denote the population size of pairs
(couples); Px(t) denote the population size of coupled females; and Py(t) denote
the population size of coupled males. We further assume sequential monogamy,
that is, p(t) = Px(t) = Py(t) and that the total population size at generation

t, T(t), is given by T(t)

x(t)

+ y(t) + 2p(t).

Furthermore, the model is built

assuming an implicit sequential process which is typical of many discrete-time
models (see Caswell [9]) but not essential. However, its use clarifies the underlying modeling assumptions and facilitates future extensions. Hence, it is assumed
that survival of females

(~Lx),

males (!Ly) or pairs (1-Lxi-Ly) is required before repro-

duction, pair-formation, and pair-dissolution (0 :::; f-lx, f-ly :::; 1). This order gives
rise to a transparent and simple governing equation for the dynamics of the total
population as it will be shown below. At the end of each generation, new females [respectively, males] are born, from the pairs, at the per-capita production
rate of f3x [respectively, f3y] per generation; the fraction (1 - f-lx) [respectively,
(1 -f-ly)] of females [respectively, males] are removed (death or retirement from
4

mating activities); and, it is assumed that couples separate independently with
probability (1- o}
The populations of single females and single males increase by the death of a
partner (widows become single), separation of couples ( "divorcees" become single
) or birth (delay in recruitment is not assumed). Individuals are removed from the
single classes by mating (pair-formation), pair-dissolution, or death. The functions G: [0, oo) x [0, oo) x [0, oo)--+ [0, 1] and H: [0, oo) x [0, oo) x [0, oo)--+ [0, 1]
denote the state-dependent probability functions that model the likelihood of not
having a successful interaction (that is, an interaction that results in the creation
of a heterosexual pair) given that you had a contact with a potential partner,
that is, a single female (if you are a male) or a single male (if you are a female). Hence, G and H are functions of the population vectors at generation t,

(x(t), y(t),p(t)). The pair-formation (marriage) function, a function of the population vectors (x(t), y(t),p(t) ), is denoted by¢ : [0, oo) x [0, oo) x [0, oo) --+ [0, oo ).
Fredrickson [11], Hadeler et al.[13-18], Kendall [24], Keyfitz [25], McFarland [33]
and Pollard [36] have proposed various functional forms of¢ that satisfy the following properties (and a few more) for all (x(t), y(t), p(t)) E [0, oo) x [0, oo) x [0, oo );

u(t), v(t), w(t) 2:: 0; and k

E [0,

oo ):

(i)

¢(x(t), y(t),p(t)) 2:: 0,
(ii)

¢(x(t)+u(t), y(t)+v(t),p(t)+w(t)) 2:: ¢(x(t), y(t),p(t)), for u(t), v(t), w(t) 2:: 0,
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(iii)

¢(kx(t), ky(t), kp(t))

=

k¢(x(t), y(t), p(t)),

(iv)

¢(x(t), O,p(t)) = ¢(0, y(t),p(t)) = 0.

We assume that at least properties (i), (ii) and (iii) for¢ are satisfied throughout. Our assumptions and definitions lead to the following discrete-time pairformation nonlinear homogeneous model:

x(t + 1)
y(t + 1)
Px(t + 1) -

(J3y!-lyl-lx + (1 -1-tx)l-ly + (1- a-)1-lx!-ly)P(t) + 1-tyY(t)H(x(t), y(t),p(t)),
a-1-lxl-lyP(t) + l-lxx(t)(1- G(x(t),y(t),p(t))),
a-~-txl-lyP(t)

where p(t+1)

(1)

+ !-tyY(t)(1- H(x(t),y(t),p(t))),

= Px(t+1) = Py(t+1). In other words, the last equation is redundant.

We have sequential monogamy provided that the total rates of pair-formation of
males and females per-generation match. Hence, we assume throughout that

1-lxx(t) (1-G(x( t), y(t), p(t))) = 1-tyY(t) (1- H(x(t), y( t), p(t))) - ¢(x(t), y( t), p( t)).
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(*)

Property (*) implies that the specification of the probability function G prescribes H and ¢ implicitly, provided that steps are taken to guarantee that
0

~

H(x(t), y(t),p(t))

~

1, otherwise the system may exhibit negative solutions (

a "negative" number of pairs in at least some generations).
Meeting property (*) is important here and follows from having a uniform
modelling policy for all processes, in other words, if you are a single female, then
there is a probability G of remaining single and 1 - G of finding a partner pergeneration. Furthermore, the probabilities are in general different for males and
females. If G is given then 1- G is fixed and (*) fixes H and 1- H. Of course, both
functions could change from generation to generation as long as (*) is satisfied.
Here, we have chosen some simple examples where one of the functions is fixed a
priori.
From System (1), with both 0

~

G(x(t), y(t),p(t))

~

1 and 0 ~ H(x(t), y(t),p(t))

1, one sees that T(t) obeys the equation

Hence, whenever the females and males have the same survival probability [that
is, if J-L = Jlx

= Jly ]

T(t) satisfy

where individuals either die or survive and reproduce. This last equation suggests
extensions with prescribed (or unknown) population dynamics that are indepen-
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dent of the population of singles.

If the probability function G(x(t), y(t),p(t)) is given, then H(x(t), y(t),p(t))
and ¢(x(t), y(t),p(t)) are determined by property(*). In fact,

H(x(t), y(t),p(t))

JLxx(t)(1- G(xg?' y(t),p(t))),
JLyY

= 1_

and

¢(x(t), y(t),p(t))

=

fLxx(t)(1- G(x(t), y(t),p(t))),

where we focus on solutions (x(t), y(t),p(t)) that belong to the set n, where

n := {(x(t),y(t),p(t)) I 0:::;

x(t)
JLy
y(t) :::; JLx(l- G(x(t),y(t),p(t)))}

to guarantee that 0 :::; H(x(t), y(t),p(t)) :::; 1. Furthermore, our homogeneity assumption implies that the set n is positively invariant on the set of geometric
solutions of System (1), provided that the initial conditions are inn.

If for example

G(x(t),y(t),p(t))

where the constant

E

p(t)
()
EXt + y t

=

()

+ p()
t

E [0, 1], is a measure of interference competition between

females, then

H(x(t), y(t),p(t))

=

1-

JLxx(t)(Ex(t) + y(t))
( )( ( )
()
( )) and
JLyY t EX t + y t + p t
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¢(x(t), y(t),p(t)) _ J.Lxx(t)(cx(t) + y(t)),
EX(t) + y(t) + p(t)
provided (x(t), y(t),p(t)) belong to the set

n := {(x(t)

,y

(t)

,p

(t)) I 0 < x(t) < J.Ly(Ex(t) + y(t) + p(t)) }.
-y(t)J.Lx(Ex(t)+y(t))

3. Preliminary Analysis
If we let (x(t), y(t),p(t)) = (x, y,p) in JR~, then the reproduction function of

System (1) is given by the map F: JR~---+ JR~ defined by F(x, y,p)

(f3xf.Lxf.Ly + (1- J.iy)J.Lx

=

+ (1- a)J.Lxf.Ly)P + f-LxxG(x, y,p)

(f3yf.Lyf.Lx + (1- J.Lx)J-Ly + (1- a)J.Lxf.Ly)P + J-lyYH(x, y,p)
0'

f.Lxf.LyP + J.Lxx(1 - G( X, y, p))

where 1 - G(x, y,p) 2: 0. pt is the map F composed with itself t times, and

Fl (x, y, p)

is the ith component of pt evaluated at the point (x, y, p) . Therefore,

pt gives the population densities in generation t. The set of iterates of the map
F is therefore equivalent to the set of all density sequences generated by System
(1).
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The fixed points ofF satisfy the equation F(x, y,p) = (x, y,p). That is,

(f3xf-txf-ty

+ (1- 1-ty)f-tx + (1- a)J-txf-ty)P- X+ f-txxG(x, y,p)

0

(2)

({3yf-tyf-tx

+ (1- 1-tx)f-ty + (1- a)J-txf-ty)P- Y + f-tyYH(x, y,p)

0

(3)

0

(4)

Using Equation (2), (3) and (4) together with the fact that f-txx(t)(1-G(x(t), y(t),p(t))) =
f-tyY(t)(1- H(x(t), y(t),p(t))) we obtain that

Equation (4) implies that cp(x, y,p) = p(1-ap,xf-ty)· Consequently, System (5) and
the homogeneity condition on ¢ imply that
(1 _

) = r!-.(f3xf-txf-ty
P'f'
1

ap,xf-ty P

+ f-tx-

- f-tx

1 f3yf-tyf-tx
'
1

+ f-ty-

- f-ty

1 1)
' .

(6)

Parameters in System (1) are not likely to satisfy Equation (6). Hence constant
solutions rarely exist, that is, they are not generic. We therefore focus on a search
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for geometric solutions, that is solutions of the form

y(t)
p(t)

-

AtYo,

(7)

AtPo·

Substituting (7) in System (1), leads to the following nonlinear eigenvalue problem:

AXo
AYo

-

(f3xf-lxf-ly

+ (1- J-ly)f-lx + (1- a)J-Lxf-ly)Po + f-LxXo- cp(xo, Yo, Po),

(f3yJ-lyf-lx

+ (1- f-lx)f.-ly + (1- a)J-Lxf-ly)Po + J-lyYo- c/J(xo, Yo, Po),

(8)

From (8) we see that,

cp(xo, Yo,Po)

(f3xf-lxf-ly

+ (1- f.-ly)f-lx + (1- a)J-Lxf-ly)Po + (J-Lx- A)xo,

cp(xo, Yo,Po)

(f3yf.-lyf-lx

+ (1- f-lx)f.-ly + (1- a)J-Lxf-ly)Po + (J-Ly- A)yo,

cp(xo, Yo, Po)

( -aJ-Lxf-ly

(9)

+ A)Po·

It is obvious that the point [1, 0, 0] is a solution of System (9) whenever A = f-Lx
and the point [0, 1, 0] is also a solution of System (9) whenever A = f-ly· Consequently, [(J-Lx)t, 0, 0] and [0, (J-Ly)t, 0] are the trivial geometric solutions of System
(1). Since there are no pairs then the population eventually becomes extinct
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whenever 0 :::; f-lx, f-ly < 1. We now look for nontrivial solutions, that is, solutions
where xo > 0, y0 > 0 and Po> 0. From System (9) we find that

( -O"f-lxf-ly

+ .\)po

(f3xf-lxf-ly

+ (1- Jly)f-lx + (1- O")f-lxf-ly)Po + (f-lx- .\)xo,
} (10)

( -O"f-lxf-ly

+ A)Po

(f3yf.lyf-lx

+ (1- f-lx)Jly + (1- O")f-lxf-ly)Po + (Jly-

A)Yo·

Hence,
:!:.Q.
{

1lQ.
PO

and, ¢(:!:.Q.,
llQ.' 1)
PO Po

=

( -O"f-lxf-ly

=

f3xf-Lxi-'y+J-Lx-A
A-J-Lx

-

/3yi-'yi-'x+J-Ly-A
A-J-Ly
'

Po

+ .\). Substituting the above expressions for

:!:.Q.'
1lQ.
Po Po

leads to the characteristic equation of System (1):

(11)

therefore, the existence of geometric solutions depends on proving the existence
of positive .\-solutions to (11) with initial condition (xo, Yo, Po) in the set D. This
is established in Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.1. Equation (11), the characteristic equation, has a unique real solu-

tion ,\ * if and only if
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J[J-Ly(1- aJ-Ly)- (1- /3yf.-ly)¢y(1, 0, 0)- ¢p(1, 0, 0))2- 4J-Ly(1- aJ-Ly)(cpp(1, 0, 0)- ¢y(1, 0, 0))
2(1- aJ-Ly)

and

V[J-Lx(l- aJ-Lx)- (1- f3xf.-lx)¢x(O, 1, 0)- cpp(O, 1, 0))2- 4J-Lx(l- aJ-Lx)(¢p(O, 1, 0)- ¢x(O, 1, 0))
2(1- aJ-Lx)
where the discriminants

~x, ~Y

:2: 0.

The proof of Lemma 3.1 is in the Appendix.

4. Stability in Homogenous Systems
The matrix equation for System (1) is

u(t + 1) = Au(t) + f(u(t)),

13

(12)

where

A=

, u = [x,y,p]

I

E

3

JR+ and

f(u) = [-cf>(x, y,p), -cf>(x, y,p), cf>(x, y,p)]' is homogeneous ( =transpose).
To establish conditions for the stability of geometric solutions, we let L(u) =

x +y

+ 2p (L

is a metric). Observe that L(>..tu0 ) = >..t(x0

+ y0 + 2p0 )

= )..t L(u0 ).

The introduction of the new variable w(t) = LC~~~)) implies that the geometric
solution u(t) = >..tuo correspond to w(t) = >..t~CUo) =

LCUo),

that is, to a constant

solution in JR!. A simple computation transforms System (12) into the following
nonlinear system of equations for the new variable w(t):

w(t + 1)

Aw(t) + f(w(t))
L(Aw(t) + f(w(t))).

=

(13)

System (13) is a nonhomogeneous system of difference equation and its fixed
points,

Wocn

satisfy the equation

Woo

=

Awoo + f(woo)
--L-:-(A~w-oo_+...:...J~(--w--'00 :-:-))

where L(Awoo+ f(woo)) is a number (due to the homogeneity of L). Consequently,
the fixed points or constant solutions of Equation (13) satisfy the nonlinear eigen-
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value problem

where A* is a constant. Equation (14) is equivalent to Equation (8).
If u(t) is a solution of System (1) then w(t) is a solution of System (13).
Conversely, if we assume that w(t) is a solution of System (13) then u(t)
is a solution of System (1) provided that L(Aw(t)

+ f(w(t)) =A.

=

Atw(t)

Hence, System

(1) and System (13) are equivalent in the sense that if a solution to System (1)
is found then a solution of the other is immediately determined. Conversely, if a
solution of System (13) with L(Aw(t) + f(w(t)) -A is found, then a solution of
(1) is determined.

4.1. Stability of Nontrivial Equilibrium
We now investigate the stability of the nontrivial geometric solution [(A *)tx 0 , (A *)ty0 , (.\*)tp 0 ]
of System (1). If we divide by p(t) in System (1) and use homogeneity then

~(t) = ~' 77(t) = ~ and c;(t) = ~~g satisfy the following equations:

+ 1)

f3xJ.LxJ.Lu+J.Lx+J.Lxf.(t) _
ITJLxJLy+¢>(f,(t),ry(t),1)

1

7](t + 1)

f3uJLxJLu+JLu+JLu1/(t) ITJLxJLy+¢>(f,(t),ry(t),1)

1

c;(t + 1)

1.

~(t
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'
'

(15)

If [e 0 , rJo, 1] = [:, ~' 1] is a positive fixed point of System (15) then the Jacobian

matrix at this fixed point is J =

(u J.L., J.Ly +<I>( ~o,17o, 1)) J.L.,- (f3.,J.L.,J.Ly + J.L., +J.L.,~o)tf>€ (~o, 17o, 1)
(UJ.L.,J.Ly+tf>( ~o ,1Jo,1) )2

-(f3.,J.L.,J.Ly +J.L., +J.L.,~o)t/>2 (~o ,1)o,1)
( UJ.L.,J.Ly+tf>(~o ,?)o,l) )2

- (f3yJ.Lz J.Ly +J.Ly +J.Ly 17o )<I>€ (~o ,?)o ,1)
(UJ.L.,J.Ly +<l>(~o ,1Jo,1) )2

(UJ.L.,J.Ly+t/>(~o ,1Jo ,1) )J.Ly -(f3yJ.LzJ.Ly +J.Lv+J.Lv11o)tf>2 (~o.1Jo, 1)
(uJ.L.,J.Ly+tf>(~o ,1Jo,1 ))2

0

0

0

0

-(l+~o) 2 <1>2 (~o.17o)

(1Ho)(J.L.,-(1Ho)t/>5(~o.1Jo,1))

J.L.,(f3.,J.Ly+1+~o)

J.L.,(.B.,J.Ly+1+~o)

-(1+1Jo) 2 ¢>€(~o ,1Jo ,1)
J.Ly(.ByJ.L:z:+1+17o)

(1+17o)(J.Ly-(1+17o)t/>2 (eo,1Jo,l))

0

0

0

0
O

J.Ly(.ByJ.L.,+1+17o)

0

Naturally, due to the rescaling A.= 0, is an eigenvalue of J. Applying the Jury
test on the remaining 2 by 2 submatrix with nonzero entries one has that [e0 , 'flo,
is asymptotically stable provided that I tra( J)

tra(J)

(1

=

1]

I< 1 + det( J) < 2 where

+ eo)(J-tx- (1 + eo)<Pe(eo, 'flo, 1)) + (1 + 'fJo)(J-ty- (1 + 'fJo)</>1)(eo, 'flo, 1))
I-Lx(f3xi-Ly + 1 +eo)
J-ty(f3yi-Lx + 1 +'flo)

and

det(J)

-

( (1 +eo) (J-tx - (1 +eo)<!>~( eo, 'flo, 1))) ( (1
1-Lx (f3xi-Ly + 1 + eo)

+ TJo)(J-ty -

(1 + 'fJo)<P1)(eo, 'flo, 1))) 1-Ly (f3yi-Lx + 1 + 'flo)

( (1 + 'fJo) 2 ¢e( eo, 'flo, 1)) ( (1 + eo) 2¢1)( eo, 'flo, 1))
J-ty(f3yi-Lx + 1 +'flo)
I-Lx(f3xi-Ly + 1 +eo) .
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4.2. Stability: Original System Versus Re-scaled System
Dividing the total population size in System (13) lead to the following nonlinear
nonhomogeneous system:

W

(

t

+ 1)

L(w(t))
The expression, L(Aw(t)

Aw(t)+f(w(t))

= L(Aw(t)+f(w(t)))

}

( 16 )

= 1.

+ f(w(t))),

is a function oft which we denote by >.(t).

The time-independent solutions of System (13) satisfy the nonlinear eigenvalue
problem

Awo + f(wo)
L(wo)

=

>.*wo }

(17)

= 1

where).*= L(Aw0 + f(w 0 )). The homogeneity property of f(z) implies that if z is
very small (that is, z is close to zero in magnitude) then

j' (z)z

~ f(z). Using this

approximation one arrives to the following approximate linear system (whenever
w 0 is very small):

Awo + J' (wo)wo
L(wo)
where

=

.A*wo

I

(18)

= 1,

j' (w 0 ), a 3 x 3 matrix, is the Jacobian matrix at w0 . Since j' (w 0 ) is a

homogeneous function of degree zero, in System (12), then B

=A+ j' (w

0)

is

its Jacobian matrix at w 0 . Furthermore, the first equation in System (18) implies
that .A* is an eigenvalue of B with corresponding eigenvector w 0 .
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We take the perturbation x(t) = w(t)- Wo in System (16) and linearize f(w)
around w0 . Consequently, we obtain

x(t + 1) = w(t + 1)- w = Bx(t)- WoL(Bx(t))
0
).* + L(Bx(t))
.
From the above discussion, one finds the linearization of the right-hand-side of
System (16) to be
(

Xt+

1) _ Bx(t)- woL(Bx(t))

-

).*

+ L(Bx(t))

.

(19)

The Jacobian matrix of System (16), J(wo)x(t) is therefore given by

J(

) ( ) = Bx(t)- woL(Bx(t))
wo X t
>.* + L(Bx(t))
.

(20)

Therefore, x(t)---+ 0 as t---+ oo provided that all the eigenvalues of J(w 0 ) are less
than one in absolute value. Now, we relate the condition that all the eigenvalues
of J( w 0 ) are less than one in absolute value to an equivalent condition for the
matrix B. These results are stated in the next theorem and its corollary.
Theorem 4.1. If).#

).*

is an eigenvalue of B corresponding to an eigenvector

v, then 2 )_>..is an eigenvalue ofJ(w0 ) corresponding to an eigenvectorV = w0 -v
[that is, J(w 0 )V = >..*+{(BV) V, where V = wo- v]. Conversely, if).# >..*+£~BV) is
an eigenvalue of J(w 0 ) with corresponding eigenvector V, then>.(..\* +L(BV)) is an
eigenvalue of B corresponding to an eigenvector v = V + >..(>..*+L(kv))->..*w0 L(BV).
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is in the Appendix. The proof of Corollary 4.2 is
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immediate and is omitted.
Corollary 4.2. The geometric solution with positive geometric ratio A* is stable
if A* is a simple eigenvalue of B and

0 < A < A* for all eigenvalues A of B

and unstable if
A > A* for some eigenvalue A of B.

5. Stability of Trivial Solutions
Here, we use the stability criteria of the previous section to determine the stability
of trivial equilibrium solutions. Recall that [1, 0, 0] is a trivial solution of System

(9).
Notice that
.
l lmh---+0

<t>(l+h,0,0)-¢(1,0,0)

.
l lmh---+0

(l+h-1)¢(1,0,0)

limh---+0

¢(1, 0, 0) = 0.
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h

h

Consequently,

J([l, 0, 0])

=

0
0

It is easy to see that Jlx is an eigenvalue of J([l, 0, 0]). Next, we show that if>. is

any other eigenvalue of J([l, 0, 0]), then>.< Jlx·

Let z = >.- Jlx· To show that z < 0, we first obtain the following characteristic
polynomial in terms of the new variable, z :

This corresponds to the characteristic polynomial of the following 2 x 2 matrix:

_

J=

[ Jly- </>y(l, 0, 0) - Jlx

¢y(l,O,O)

Jly

+ /3yJlxJly -

G'JlxJly- Jlx

20

G'JlxJly - </>p(l, 0, 0)

+ </>p(l, 0, 0)

l

Notice that the trace of J is tr( J) = Jly- ¢y(1, 0, 0)- 2J1x + O"f-.lxJly + ¢>p(1, 0, 0). By
standard criteria, the eigenvalues have negative real parts if and only if det( J) > 0.
That is,

The corresponding equality is a quadratic equation in Jlx with real solutions provided the discriminant .6.x 2: 0. On solving the inequality for positive values of

Jlx, we obtain that we need

v[J1y(1- O"Jly)- (1- f3yJly)¢y(l, o, o)- ¢>p(1, o, o)F- 4Jly(l- O"Jly)(¢>p(1, o, o)- ¢>y(l, o, o))
2(1 - O"Jly)
Consequently, large Jlx value forces a negative value of tr( J), and hence imply the
stability of [1, 0, 0). We now state a summary of these results on the stability of
the trivial equilibrium solutions.
Theorem 5.1. System {1) always has two geometric trivial solutions at

21

If

J[J-Ly(1- a-J-Ly)- (1- !3yJ-Ly)c/Jy(1, o, o)- c/Jp(1, o,

ow- 4J-Ly(1- a-J-Ly)(cpp(1, o, o)- c/Jy(1, o, o))

2 (1 - (]" J-iy)

and

J[J-Lx(l- a-J-Lx)- (1- f3xJ-Lx)c/Jx(O, 1, 0)- c/Jp(O, 1, 0)]2- 4J-Lx(l- (JJ-ix)(c/Jp(O, 1, 0)- c/Jx(O, 1, 0))
2(1- a-J-Lx)
then a stable, positive nontrivial geometric solution exists. Moreover, if

J[J-Ly(1 - a-J-Ly) - (1 - /3yJ-Ly)c/Jy(1, o, o) - c/Jp(1, o, o)j2 - 4J-Ly(1 - (Jj-Ly) (¢p(1, o, o) - ¢y(1, o, o))
2(1 - a-J-Ly)
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then [(f.lx)t, 0, OJ is stable, [0, (f.lyl, OJ is unstable and there is no positive nontrivial
geometric solution. Also, if

V[f.Lx(l- (}"f.lx)- (1- f3xf.lx)c/Jx(O, 1, 0)- c/Jp(O, 1, 0)]2- 4f.Lx(l- (}"f.lx)(c/Jp(O, 1, 0)- c/Jx(O, 1, 0))
2(1- (}"f.lx)

then [(f.lx)t, 0, OJ is unstable, [0, (f.ly)t, OJ is stable and there is no positive nontrivial
geometric solution, where

~x, ~Y

2: 0.

6. Application
To apply our general results to a specific model, we consider System (1) with

G(x, y,p)

p

= --,

y+p

where (x, y, p) belong to the set
X

y+p

y

y

n := {(x, y,p) I o:::; - :::; - } .
Then

H(x,y,p)

X

= 1- (

23

y+p

)

and
"'-( x, y,p)

'f'

If f-tx

=

f-ty

=

f3x

f-txXY
=-.

y+p

= j3Y = cr, the Characteristic Equation (11) has a positive real

solution at
,\*

= cr[2 + cr 2(1- cr 2)] + cr\/4 + (1- cr2)2
2(1 -cr2 )

'

while System (15) has a unique positive fixed point at

To establish conditions for the stability of the trivial equilibrium solutions, we
note that

¢x(1,0,0)
c/Jx(O, 1,0)

f-tx, ~x

2: 0 and

~Y

2: 0.

All the conditions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied using the above partial derivatives
provided that
0

< xo < Yo + Po .
- Yo Yo
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7. Conclusion
In this article we extend the pair-formation models of Kendall [24], Keyfitz [25],
Fredrickson [11], Pollard [36] and Hadeler et al. 's [13-18] to populations with
discrete non-overlapping generations. The results on existence and stability of
geometric solutions parallel those of Hadeler et al. even for the case when the
marriage function¢ is a function of p, the population size of pairs. The development and analysis of our discrete, nonlinear pair-formation model with nonoverlapping generations allows for the possibility of not only studying the population
dynamics of populations with discrete non-overlapping generations but also of incorporating population genetics at the level of the individual. Here, we have a
framework where we can look at the consequences of mating on the genotypic or
phenotypic composition of a population of individuals. The prior work of CastilloChavez et al. [7 j suggests that a key component (in the absence of selection) on
the impact of mating functions on the long-term genotypic or phenotypic composition of a population is given by the degree of the difference among the rates of
pair-dissolution for the types involved. We are currently exploring this possibility.
Our formalism also allows for the exploration of mating systems on population
with complex (chaotic) dynamics. In fact, when J-L =f-ix= f-Ly,

T(t + 1)

=

F(p(t)) + J-LT(t),

Hence, the exploration of the role of various forms for F on the dynamics of
a two-sex population presents an interesting class of mathematical problems for
systems of nonlinear difference equations. We have just began to explore these
25

possibilities. The results are quite different as, of course, homogeneity no longer
holds.
The development of a two-sex framework for modeling systems of mating
for populations with discrete non-overlapping generations offers the possibility
of looking at the impact of gender on the population dynamics of a multitude
of biological systems. Current mathematical studies in the field of population
biology are based on simple one-sex models. Whether or not prior theoretical
results for one-sex models hold in two-sex populations is a question that needs to
be examined. We hope that this reformulation of the work of Hadeler et al. m
this setting would provide a starting point.

8. Appendix
Proof of Lemma 3.1: Since¢: [0, oo) x [0, oo)
f.Lx- A > 0 whenever A- f.Lx

> 0. Hence, 13~~~Y

-

whenever A- f.Ly > 0. Hence, 13X~~"'

-

A < min{f3xf.Lxf.Ly + f.Lx, f3yf.Lyf.Lx

then 13~~~Y

define

Amin

+ f.Ly}

Amin

1

> 0. Also,

<

Amax·

Amin

>

f3yf.Lyf.Lx

+

+ f.Ly- A > 0

> 0. Therefore, if A > max{J.Lx, f.Ly} and
-

= max{J.Lx, f.Ly} and Amax = min{f3xf.Lxf.Ly

(11) has no solution whenever
when

1

[0, oo) ~ [0, oo) then f3xf.Lxf.Ly

X

Amax·

1 > 0 and

f3X~~"' -

1 > 0. We

+ f.Lx, f3yf.Lyf.Lx + f.Ly}· Equation

Hence, we consider only the case

We search for solutions to Equation (11) where

Amin

<

Amax

and A is in the open interval (A min, Amax).
As A increases, the left-hand-side of Equation (11) increases while the righthand-side decreases from a non-negative value C E [0, oo], where C
1, :yJ.L~x
rrun

J.Ly

=

¢(:"'.J.L"!:y
Jtx
rn1n

- 1, 1) :S oo. Consequently, Equation (11) has a unique solution, if and
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only if,

C>

-CYfl-xfl-y

+ A.

(12)

In order to obtain specific conditions the following approximations are used.
For x large enough (x--* oo ), cp(x, y, 1) = x¢(1, :;, ~) ~ x[¢(1, 0, 0) +c/Jy(1, 0, o); +

¢P(1, 0, 0)~]

=

y¢y(1, 0, 0) + ¢p(1, 0, 0). Therefore,

¢(x, y, 1)

~

Y¢y(1, 0, 0) + ¢p(1, 0, 0)

a8X-700

{
x¢x(O, 1, 0) + c/Jp(O, 1, 0) as y--* oo.

,
A 8 Amin

+
-7 fl-x '

f3xfl-xfl-y

A

min -

and

Similarly,

and
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fl-x

- 1 -7

+oo

Therefore,

If Amin

----* J.L~

then Equation (12) implies that

where J.Lx > J.Ly . Hence, if the discriminant

then

J[J.Ly(1- O"J.Ly)- (1- f3yJ.Ly)</>y(1, o, o)- </>p(1, o, o)]2- 4J.Ly(1- O"J.Ly)(</>p(1, o, o)- </>y(1, o, o))
2(1 - O"J.Ly)
Similarly, if the discriminant

28

then

Jlf-lx(1- aJ-Lx)- (1- f3xflx)¢x(O, 1, 0)- c/Jp(O, 1, 0)]2- 4J-lx(l- aJ-Lx)(c/Jp(O, 1, 0)- ¢x(O, 1, 0))
2(1- aJ-Lx)
These two last inequalities give the necessary and sufficient conditions for
existence of non-trivial geometric solutions. These solutions would have positive
eigenvectors (xo, Yo,Po) E D.
Proof of Theorem 4.1: Let

#

A

>.*+2~BV) be the eigenvalue of J(w 0 ) with

corresponding eigenvector V. Then J (w 0 ) V = AV . Using Equation (20) we obtain

B~:+wz~~~) = .AV. Now, we show that v = V

+ >.(>.*+L(1v))->.* w0 L(BV)

is an

eigenvector of B, corresponding to the eigenvalue .A(.A* + L(BV)).

BV +

Bv
-

>-c>-:~uzc~~~~>-·

-AV(.A* + L(BV))

+ woL(BV) + >-c>-::wzc~~~~>-·

.AV(.A* + L(BV)) + >.(>.*~0::/B~~->.* (.A(.\*+ L(BV))- .A*+ .A*)
.A(.A* + L(BV))v.

Conversely, if A# A* is an eigenvalue of B corresponding to an eigenvector v,
. we show that >.*+L~Bv)is an eigenvalue of J(w 0 ) corresponding to an eigenvector

V = w 0 - v [that is, J (w 0 ) V =

£c

>.. + BV) V].
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Using Equation (20) and the fact that

V

=

w0

-

v and L(wo)

=

L(v)

J(wo)V

=

1, we obtain that

BV-woL(BV)
-

A*+L(BV)

Bwo-Bv-woL( Bwo-Bv)
>.*+L(BV)
Bwo-Bv->.*woL(wo)+>.woL(v)
>.*+L(BV)
->.v+>.wo
>.*+L(BV)

>.*+L~BV) V

= 2)->. V.
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